In conversation, speakers often face problems in formulating and establishing referential expressions that are appropriate for the particular recipients to whom their utterances are addressed. This study investigates how participants in Japanese conversation deal with such referential problems in the course of constructing a turn at talk and how various grammatical practices used in this process shape the organization of turns and sequences in an orderly and recurrent manner. When referential problems occur, they regularly create tension between two orientations: On the one hand, in order to solve referential problems, speakers need to put on hold the construction of the turn with which they intend to execute the larger action. On the other hand, speakers' orientation to executing the larger action motivates the progress of turn construction, which in turn motivates the minimization of a disruption to the 'progressivity' of the unfolding turn. By examining ways in which participants handle referential problems during turn construction, we show how participants organize their engagement with two potentially competing activities within an ongoing turn and how they mobilize grammar to organize their concurrent involvement in these competing activities.
Introduction
Over the past thirty years, there has been an increasing awareness that various aspects of linguistic structure, including grammar, are inextricably intertwined with recurrent patterns in language use in everyday talkin-interaction. Growing out of this awareness has been a burgeoning body of detailed, empirical research that explores the organization of turns and sequences in conversation as the primordial locus, or the 'natural habitat', for the grammars of the world's languages. The present study is intended as a contribution to this body of research on the relationship between grammar and social interaction. Drawing on previous research on turn construction and turn projection in Japanese Lerner and Takagi 1999; Tanaka 1999 Tanaka , 2000 Tanaka , 2001 Hayashi 1999 Hayashi , 2003a Hayashi , 2004b , this study explores how general contingencies that speakers commonly face when talking in interaction shape the organization of turns and sequences in orderly ways, and it also investigates how grammar manifests itself in the recurrent ways in which speakers deal with such contingencies. To this end, the present study focuses on 'problems of reference', i.e., problems in formulating and establishing referential expressions that are appropriate for the particular recipients to whom those expressions are addressed. It explores how speakers deal with such referential problems in situ during the course of turn construction and how that a¤ects the shape of the ongoing turn in a recurrent and orderly manner. The study also examines how some features of Japanese grammar are mobilized by Japanese speakers to deal with referential problems.
Examining referential problems in the course of turn construction provides a fruitful site for exploring the intersection between grammar and interaction for two reasons. First, as previous studies on referential work in interaction have shown (e.g., Scheglo¤ 1972 Scheglo¤ , 1996a Sacks and Scheglo¤ 1979; Ochs and Schie¤elin 1983; Auer 1984; Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Geluykens 1992; Downing 1996) , the act of 'referring' is a thoroughly interactive process in that not only the speaker, but also the hearer(s) are involved in establishing mutually understood and appropriate reference. Given that participants constantly engage in the act of referring, e.g., to persons, things, events, etc., as part of the construction of their utterances, referential problems are omnipresent interactional problems that participants face regularly and work out collaboratively during the course of a turn-in-progress. In that sense, examining orderly ways in which referential problems are dealt with during turn construction gives us a glimpse of how general, recurrent contingencies of talking in interaction exert influence on, and possibly give shape to, the organization of turns-at-talk, and how grammar figures in them.
Second, ordinarily, the act of referring is not performed for the sake of referring per se, but in the service of executing some other 'larger' action (e.g., 'asking a question', 'telling a story ', 'disagreeing', etc.) . Therefore, when referential problems occur, they are not problems of reference alone, but they are also problems in carrying out the 'larger' action of which the reference in question is a part. This regularly creates tension between the orientation to dealing with referential problems and the orientation to executing the 'larger' action. On the one hand, speakers orient to solving referential problems, and to do so, they need to put on hold the construction of the turn or turn-constructional unit (TCU) with which they intend to execute the 'larger' action. On the other hand, speakers' orientation to executing the 'larger' action motivates the progress of the construction of the turn/TCU, which in turn motivates the minimization of a disruption to the 'progressivity' (Scheglo¤ 1979 (Scheglo¤ , 1996b Lerner 1996) of the turn/TCU-in-progress. Thus, examining ways in which participants deal with referential problems in interaction gives us a glimpse of how participants manage two related, yet potentially competing, activities during the construction of a turn/TCU and how they mobilize grammar to organize their concurrent engagement in the two competing activities.
The organization of this article is as follows. Section 2 discusses various ways in which speakers deal with referential problems as a prefatory activity to the execution of the 'larger' action. For comparison, I examine relevant cases from Japanese and English and demonstrate similarities and di¤erences between the two languages. In particular, I show that postpositional particles in Japanese can be mobilized as strategic resources to manage the intersection between referential work and turn construction in ways that are not possible in English. Section 3 turns to a practice whereby Japanese speakers postpone their engagement in referential work until the end of the turn-in-progress. This practice involves the use of the distal demonstrative pronoun are ('that one') as a placeholder for a not-yet-specified referent. I explore interactional motivations and consequences of the use of this practice. Section 4 concludes the study with a summary of its findings.
The sources of data used for the present study are (i) the author's collection of approximately 15 hours of recorded and transcribed spontaneous conversations among adult native speakers of Japanese and (ii) transcripts of naturally occurring conversations taken from others' published research. The former is indicated by the names of the transcripts used and the page numbers (e.g., [TYC 2]), while the latter is identified by the sources of citation.
Practices for dealing with referential problems
As discussed above, the act of referring is, for the most part, performed in the service of executing some other 'larger' action for which the turn (or TCU)-in-progress is being constructed. Thus, when referential problems occur, they are often dealt with as a 'side activity' that is preliminary and subsidiary to the execution of the 'main activity'. This section examines various ways in which Japanese speakers manage to organize, in an orderly manner, their engagement in the 'side activity' of reference negotiation and the 'main activity' of constructing the turn or TCU in which the reference in question is embedded. For comparison, I will also discuss relevant cases from English conversations and demonstrate similarities and di¤erences between the two languages.
Establishing reference as a prefatory activity
One recurrent procedure for organizing the engagement in the two competing activities of reference negotiation and advancing turn construction is for the speaker to deal with the former first and then anchor the latter in the outcome of the former, thereby displaying a prefatory treatment of reference negotiation as a prerequisite for the 'activity proper'. This practice is commonly observed in both Japanese and English, as exemplified by the following fragments. In these fragments, the 'a'-arrows indicate the prefatory activity of reference negotiation, whereas the 'b'-arrows point to where the speaker moves on to the main activity, which is built on the outcome of the preceding reference negotiation.
(1) (Je¤erson 1973: 59 ; slightly modified) 1 A: I heard you were at the beach yesterday.
a)
What's her name, oh you know, the tall redhead 3 a) that lives across the street from Larry? The one 4 a) who drove him to work the day his car [was-5 a) B:
[Oh Gina! 6 a) A: Yeah Gina. 7 b)
She said she saw you at the beach yesterday. In both cases, the speaker uses particular grammatical forms of 'tying devices' (Sacks 1992 )-personal pronouns (she in line 7 of [1] , kare 'he' in line 13 of [2] )-to anchor the main activity at the 'b'-arrow in the outcome of the side activity of prefatory reference negotiation at the 'a'-arrows. 1 Schematically, this practice can be represented as in (3) By this grammatical anchoring, the speaker displays what the reference negotiation was carried out for, i.e., not for its own sake, but as a preliminary to the engagement in the activity proper. Now, the status of reference negotiation as a prefatory activity is shown not only by its placement prior to the activity proper and grammatical anchoring observed in the two instances above. It is also shown by the fact that, when reference negotiation is initiated after the speaker has already launched into the activity proper, such an initiation is marked as misplaced, mostly through self-interruption and syntactic break-o¤ of the TCU-so-far (Auer 1984) . In other words, an initiation of reference negotiation after the main activity has been launched is presented as improperly placed through the disruption of the progressivity of the TCU-in-progress devoted to executing the main action. When reference negotiation is launched this way, upon its completion the speaker typically re-starts the interrupted action-execution by repeating or reformulating the bits of the TCU that were produced before engaging in the reference negotiation. In this re-doing of the main activity, we often observe the use of the same kinds of tying devices as those observed above, e.g., pronouns, in order to show that the reference negotiation just performed is carried out so as to work out and clear prerequisites for the construction of the TCU now resumed. The following fragment presents a relevant case from English, where the 'i'-arrows indicate the initiation of the activity proper, the 's'-arrows mark the side activity of reference negotiation, and the 'r'-arrows mark the resumption/re-doing of the activity proper.
(4) (Ford and Fox 1996: [I thi]nk-I know whatchu mean, 10 r) Curt: Wh'r c'n I get o:ne.
In this fragment, the speaker self-interrupts a TCU-in-progress in mid-course ('i'-arrow), engages in reference negotiation with a recipient ('s'-arrows), and re-starts the execution of the action that was initially launched at the 'i'-arrow by repeating the TCU interrupted before the reference negotiation ('r'-arrows) . Notice that when the speaker re-starts the interrupted action at the 'r'-arrow, he uses a grammatical tying device, i.e., the pro-term one, to anchor the production of the re-started TCU in the outcome of the prior negotiation of reference. The whole configuration of these practices, schematically represented below, not only displays the prefatory status of reference negotiation vis-à-vis the activity proper (through grammatical tying), but it also marks the placement of the reference negotiation as 'late' and 'should-have-been-done-earlier' (through self-interruption, syntactic break-o¤, and re-starting). Hayao:
[SOO soo soo soo soo soo. ] so so so so so so 'Right, right, right, right, right.' 20 r) Izumi: ¼tte yuu hanashi wa kiita koto aru QT say story TP heard event exist 21 r) kara:. because '((I))'ve heard ((it from someone)), so . . .'
After the participants have established that the husband is from Nara (rather than Wakayama), Izumi re-starts the portion of her telling interrupted before initiating the reference negotiation, by first repeating the outcome of the negotiation (NARA: in line 17) as the initial item in the phrase nara no meeshi ('a big name in Nara'), then repeating two items she produced in line 6 (nanka 'like' and kekkoo 'quite'), before producing the word meeshi ('big name'). By using these repetitions, Izumi shows that, on the one hand, what she is doing in line 17 is a re-doing of what she was doing in line 6, and that, on the other hand, the intervening reference negotiation was carried out in order to clear prerequisites for the execution of what she is doing in line 17.
In this subsection, we have observed that, recurrently, speakers of both English and Japanese engage in reference negotiation as a prefatory activity designed to work out prerequisites for the execution of the activity proper. Reference negotiation as a prefatory activity is typically performed prior to the speaker's engagement in the main activity. When this temporal ordering is violated, speakers often repair it by selfinterrupting prematurely launched TCUs and re-starting them after reference is established. We have also observed that, in the newly launched or re-started TCUs that execute the main action, speakers employ certain kinds of tying devices (e.g., pronouns and repetition) to display the fact that the execution of the main action is anchored in the outcome of prefatory reference negotiation.
It is important to register here that in all the cases examined so far, the sequences of talk embodying the side activity of reference negotiation and the TCUs embodying the main activity of action execution are syntactically separate from one another, albeit connected through tying devices. This means that, when the participants are engaged in the side activity, the syntactic structure of the TCUs embodying the main activity does not progress (by either not having been begun yet or having been disrupted and temporarily put on hold). In the next subsection, we will examine a practice by which speakers can engage in reference negotiation with minimum disruption to the progressivity of the construction of the TCUs embodying the main activity. As will be shown, employing this practice allows speakers to have the sequence of reference negotiation and the construction of the TCU executing the main activity syntactically mesh together.
Embedding reference negotiation within the construction of TCU-inprogress
In the practice described in this subsection, reference negotiation does not take the form of a separate sequence syntactically independent of the construction of the TCU-in-progress. Rather, the sequence of reference negotiation is embedded within the ongoing construction of the TCU being produced to execute the main action. One way to accomplish this is to use the practice that Sacks and Scheglo¤ (1979) describe as 'try-marking', i.e., presenting a reference form as a 'try' (typically, but not invariably, with an upward intonation contour) and leaving a brief pause afterwards, thereby inviting recipients to insert an assertion of their recognition of the referent during that pause. On receiving such an assertion from recipients, the speaker may continue the construction of the ongoing TCU without disrupting the syntactic course of its progress. The following fragment illustrates this practice used by a speaker of English. Consider how the sequence of negotiation for establishing a mutual understanding of a referent (lines 3-6) is embedded within the construction of an ongoing TCU through a syntactic continuation of the utterance-in-progress after the reference negotiation (line 7).
(7) (Sacks and Scheglo¤ 1979: 19; slightly uhh hhh I guess he calls it a nervous breakdown.
In the course of answering A's question in line 1, B refers to an individual by his full name (Max Rickler at the 't1'-arrow) and leaves a brief pause following it as a space for the recipient to assert his recognition of the referent. Receiving no such assertion, B goes on to elaborate on the reference (at the 't2'-arrows) as a 'second try' to seek A's recognition of the referent. As the second try succeeds in eliciting an assertion of recognition from A (line 6), B moves on to continue his answer to A's question at the 'c'-arrows. Notice here that B designs this continuation in such a way that makes no syntactic disjunction between the preceding reference negotiation and the TCU being constructed to execute the main action (i.e., answering A's question). Compare this to constructing a new TCU that stands on its own syntactically, e.g., by starting with the pronoun he, as in He has had a series of um-bad experiences. While the latter shows reference negotiation as a separate activity syntactically independent from (albeit closely tied to) the construction of the TCU for the activity proper, the former contextualizes reference negotiation as embedded within the construction of the TCU-in-progress. A similar practice is observed in Japanese as well, as seen in the following fragment. In Fragment (8), in which speaker Y describes what happened in her room during a major earthquake, a reference form (takosu no bin: 'a taco bottle') is produced with an upward intonation contour at the 't1'-arrow, inviting the recipient to assert recognition of the referent. Examine how, after receiving an assertion of recognition from the recipient, Y grammatically continues her ongoing description at the 'c'-arrow.
(8) (Ono et al. 1998: 97; slightly Having established a mutual understanding of the referent of the trymarked reference form, the speaker continues the construction of the ongoing description by deploying the postpositional subject particle ga, which retroactively contextualizes the try-marked reference form as the subject of the rest of the TCU, and goes on to produce a predicate that takes takosu no bin: ('a taco bottle') as its subject. Like Fragment (7), the way speaker Y designs the continuation of her utterance after the reference negotiation embeds the preceding sequence of negotiation within the construction of the ongoing TCU, thereby minimizing disruption to the syntactic progress of the unfolding description (see Ono et al. 1998 for more examples of this practice in Japanese).
In this and other similar cases, we observe that recurrent phrase structures in Japanese in the form of [nominal] þ [postposition], e.g., X-ga, Y-ni, etc., are mobilized and exploited as a strategic resource to embed reference negotiation within the syntactic structure of the ongoing TCU and minimize disruption to the progressivity of the construction of the TCU-in-progress. This operation is schematically represented as follows: (9) Thus, in this subsection, I showed that speakers of both English and Japanese have available a practice for dealing with referential problems in the course of turn construction that simultaneously satisfies the two competing orientations, i.e., the orientation to solving referential problems at hand and the orientation to maintaining the progressivity of the construction of the turn toward its completion. In showing this, I noted that, in Japanese, postpositional particles are systematically mobilized as a resource to accomplish the embedding of a try-marked nominal within the syntactic organization of the TCU-in-progress. This last observation is crucial for understanding the practice to be examined in the next subsection, which may be seen as intermediate between the two types of practices examined in this and last subsections with respect to the degree of syntactic integration between reference negotiation and the activity proper.
Intermediate techniques for the syntactic integration of side and main activities
This subsection describes another practice in which the strategic deployment of postpositional particles plays a crucial role in achieving a grammatical link between the sequence of reference negotiation and the composition of the TCU embodying the activity proper. The practice to be examined shows both similarities to, and di¤erences from, the practices described in the two previous subsections. On the one hand, it is similar to the practice discussed in 2.1 in that the speaker devotes a 'full sentence', i.e., a TCU that is designed to stand alone syntactically (as opposed to, for example, a mere production of a nominal with an upward intonation), to initiating the sequence of reference negotiation. On the other hand, it di¤ers from the practice discussed in 2.1 and resembles that discussed in 2.2 in that the speaker mobilizes a postpositional particle to syntactically incorporate the outcome of reference negotiation into the ongoing construction of the TCU-in-progress. As far as I am aware, there is no comparable practice available to speakers of English.
To illustrate the practice in question, let us examine the following fragment, in which Rumi delivers a piece of news to Kana about a person named Vanessa. In line 1, Rumi produces a full sentential TCU in the format of [X] obetemasu? ('Do ((you)) remember [X]?'), which is devoted to seeking the recipient's recognition of the referent mentioned in [X], i.e., an individual referred to as banessa ('Vanessa'). Consider how, after going through the reference negotiation at the 'a'-arrows, Rumi designs the construction of the TCU for executing the activity proper, i.e., news telling, at the 'b'-arrows. Kana:
In line 4, Rumi begins her post-reference-negotiation utterance by deploying the postpositional subject particle ga and designs her utterance as a grammatical continuation of what precedes it. The use of an utteranceinitial postposition here, however, di¤ers from what we observed in Fragment (8), where the utterance-initial postposition was interpretable as a direct syntactic continuation of the try-marked nominal. Here, the utterance-initial postposition ga cannot be interpreted as a direct syntactic continuation of the TCU in line 1, since the combination of the verb oboetemasu ('remember') and the subject particle ga would not constitute a grammatically coherent string. Rather, the utterance-initial ga is designed to accomplish a 'grammatical latching' onto the reference form inside the TCU devoted to reference negotiation, as shown schematically below. On the other hand, to the extent that the TCU for the main activity in lines 4 and 5 is syntactically 'grafted' onto an element in the TCU for the side activity in line 1, the two activities are syntactically more integrated than what was observed in 2.1.
A similar kind of strategic use of postpositions is observed in the following fragment, in which the participants are discussing when and where to meet for a group get-together on the next day, for which one of them (Masaki) may come late. After warning the recipient that he might be late (lines 3 and 4) , Masaki suggests what should be done if this happens (beginning in line 6). However, Masaki self-interrupts his emerging suggestion after the clause-initial conditional marker moshi ('if '), and produces a wholly new TCU constructed to perform reference negotiation due apparently to his momentary uncertainty about the time of the meeting (line 7). Examine the way in which, after receiving confirmation about the meeting time from the recipient, Masaki resumes the construction of the TCU for the main activity, i.e., making a suggestion, in line 9 (the 'i'-arrow indicates the initiation of the main activity, the 's'-arrows mark the side activity of reference negotiation, and the 'c'-arrows point to where the speaker continues the main activity). As in the previous instance, having received the recipient's confirmation, the speaker deploys a postpositional particle at the beginning of the post-reference-negotiation utterance in line 9, thereby constructing it as a grammatical continuation of what precedes it, even though what it continues is not the whole of the TCU in line 7, but only a nominal (rokuji han 'six-thirty') in it. As in the previous instance, we observe here an intermediate level of syntactic integration between the side activity and the main activity. On the one hand, the reference negotiation is launched in such a way that disrupts the syntactic progress of the TCU initiated to perform the activity proper (self-interruption of line 6) and creates a syntactic disjunction between that TCU and the TCU devoted to reference negotiation (a syntactically independent, full-sentential TCU in line 7). On the other hand, when the speaker resumes the activity proper at line 9, he does so not by re-starting a syntactically independent TCU (as seen in Fragment [6]), but by continuing the TCU interrupted earlier. This continuation is achieved not only through the deployment of an utterance-initial postposition, but also through the use of the clause-final conditional marker -tara ('if ') in line 9, which retroactively displays that what the speaker is doing in line 9 is continuing the construction of a conditional clause initiated but interrupted in line 6. 2 The complex way in which the reference negotiation and the activity proper mesh together in this fragment is schematically shown below. Thus, the two fragments examined in this subsection showed that the grammatical configuration of the intersection between the side activity of reference negotiation and the main activity of TCU construction can be shaped in a rather peculiar way in Japanese by the need to cope with the two competing orientations, i.e., the orientation to solving referential problems and the orientation to advancing the progress of the execution of the activity proper. If viewed out of context, the 'postposition-initiated utterances' in Fragments (10) and (12) are oddly truncated, ungrammatical sentences. Yet, in the details of the context in which they occur, the composition of these utterances exhibits the speaker's finely tuned orientation to achieving an intricate balance between solving referential problems, on the one hand, and executing the activity proper, on the other. What we observed in this subsection, thus, is one way in which grammatical resources in a given language can be mobilized in a way that conventional grammar would deem ungrammatical, in order to respond to interactional exigencies of the moment. It provides a testimony to Scheglo¤ 's (1979: 269) statement that '[w]hat is thought of . . . as the ''integrity'' of the sentence is . . . systematically subordinated to other sequential requirements.' This section showed that, in many cases, participants orient to reference negotiation as a prefatory activity designed to work out prerequisites for their engagement in some larger activity, and that this orientation leads recurrently to the participants' engagement in reference negotiation before they go on to execute the activity proper. The next section demonstrates that Japanese speakers have available an alternative practice by which reference negotiation is 'post-posed,' i.e., performed after the TCU for the main activity is constructed. Interactional motivations for the use of such a practice will be investigated.
Are: A device to postpone reference negotiation
The practice examined in this section involves the use of the distal demonstrative pronoun are ('that one'). While are is typically used either deictically (i.e., pointing at an entity in the physical sphere of the speech situation) or anaphorically (i.e., referring to an entity mentioned in the prior linguistic context), its usage in the practice in question diverges from these common uses of are in that it does not point to an entity in the speech situation, nor does it refer to an entity previously mentioned in the discourse. Rather, it is used cataphorically, i.e., to point forward at a referent to be mentioned subsequently. 3 To illustrate this usage of are, let us examine the following fragment, in which the participants are discussing things to do for their American friend's wedding. Prior to this segment, Chie suggested giving the friend a monetary gift, just as commonly practiced in Japan. Hana, on the other hand, claims that giving such a monetary gift is not part of American culture, and therefore that it does not need to be done. In line 1 below, Chie asks for confirmation about Hana's statement, which is confirmed by Hana in line 2. Chie then makes an alternative suggestion for what they could do for their friend-a bachelor party. Examine how she constructs her turn in lines 3 and 4. In line 3, Chie produces a syntactically complete utterance, are wa shitara ('How about doing that?'), in which the referent of are ('that') has not been specified at the time of uttering this clausal unit. She in e¤ect uses the demonstrative pronoun are as a 'place-holder' and postpones the specification of its referent until after she has produced the whole of the clausal TCU. Immediately after completing this TCU syntactically, Chie provides a specific referent, i.e., bacheraa paatii ('bachelor party'), for which are was used as a place-holder. As this instance shows, the cataphoric, 'place-holding' use of are allows the speaker to first engage in displaying the type of action she is executing, i.e., making an (alternative) suggestion, before dealing with referential work. What motivates speakers to employ this turn-constructional practice and postpone reference negotiation? The key to answering this question, I argue, lies in the recurrent placement of predicates (e.g., verbs) at the end of the clause and sentence in Japanese, and its relation to 'turn projection', i.e., how an unfolding turn foreshadows what action is being executed by that turn and what range of subsequent actions will become relevant next. Let us first review what previous studies have suggested regarding the relationship between grammar and turn projection, and then move on to explore the motivations for the use of the turn-constructional practice exemplified by Fragment (14) .
Past research on turn projection in English and Japanese has contended that, while turns in English tend to be structured so that the actions being performed by the turns-in-progress are projected relatively early in their progress (Scheglo¤ 1987) , 4 turns in Japanese tend not to facilitate such an early projection of action-in-progress from the beginning of turns Tanaka 1999 Tanaka , 2000 Hayashi 2004b ). One important factor that contributes to this di¤erence seems to be where a verb complex (e.g., a verb, auxiliary, a‰rmative-negative marker, etc.) is typically placed within the clause/sentence in the two languages. This is so because, as far as clausal and sentential TCUs are concerned, verb complexes are often the most informative element with regard to the actions being implemented by those TCUs. For example, in English, such common TCU beginnings as I don't think . . . , Do you know . . . , and She said . . . all contain verb complexes early in the course of the TCUs and display that such actions as 'disagreeing', 'questioning', and 'quoting' are being implemented respectively from their beginnings. English is an SV(O) language in which the S is often realized as unstressed pronouns (e.g., I, you, she, etc.) in naturally occurring language use in conversation. Therefore, verb complexes regularly occur quite early in the developmental course of clausal and sentential TCUs and disclose a fair amount of information about the kinds of actions being implemented early in the TCU.
Japanese, on the other hand, is a so-called 'predicated-final language', and clausal and sentential TCUs are typically constructed so that verb complexes are placed after all the other elements (nominals, adverbials, etc.) that make up the clause/sentence have been produced. 5 This means that action-indicating elements tend to be disclosed relatively late in the developmental course of clausal and sentential TCUs in Japanese. Tanaka (1999) 
describes this as follows:
English syntax facilitates an early projection (relative to Japanese) of the type of turn being produced, since the social action preformed by a turn is typically made available early in the progress of a turn. In other words, the substance of what is being talked about is commonly produced after the turn-shape has already been projected. Roughly the reverse can be said to hold in Japanese. Partly as a result of the predicate-final orientation and postpositional grammar, turns in Japanese are massively structured so that the substance of what is being talked about is articulated before the social action bearing up that substance is made known. Put another way, turns in Japanese do not necessarily project from their beginnings what their ultimate shape and type will be. (p. 141; emphasis in original) What consequence does this di¤erence in turn projection between English and Japanese have for the ways in which referential problems are dealt with during turn construction in the two languages? Recall first that referential problems defined in this study concern felicitous production and establishment of nominal reference forms. Consider then where constituents containing nominals typically occur during the course of clausal/ sentential TCUs in the two languages. While nominals in English regularly occur both pre-verbally and post-verbally in the SV(O) structure, nominals in Japanese mostly occur pre-verbally due to the predicate-final clause/sentence structure. This means that, in English, reference negotiation for a nominal can and does often occur after the verb and other action-indicating elements have been produced in the beginning of a TCU, as seen in the following.
(15) (Ford and Fox 1996: 152 (15), the nominal being negotiated is contextualized as the name of some entity that the speaker seeks information about where to obtain, whereas in (17), the searched-for nominal is contextualized as the name of a person from whom the person referred to as 'she' bought a chest of drawers. In Japanese, on the other hand, nominals in clausal/sentential TCUs typically occur before the social actions preformed by those TCUs are made available. The following fragment illustrates how that a¤ects the contextualization of reference negotiation within the action being executed. In Fragment (18), Ryoko, a high school teacher, discusses the community work that her students engage in (i.e., collecting trash). In this segment, we see post hoc that Ryoko engages in quoting some unspecified agent stating that 'the collected trash will become wheelchairs' (in other words, that, in return for their community work, the students receive wheelchairs to donate to local welfare facilities). Examine the following fragment with respect to the positioning of the work for establishing the reference to wheelchairs vis-à-vis the production of the action-indicating elements in the ongoing TCU. The elements indicating the act of quotation is made available only at the end of line 5 (. . . toka ttsutte:: '((they)) say'). Therefore, when Ryoko deals with the problem of formulation in lines 2 and 3, the recipient has little information as to what kind of action the speaker is going to execute with the TCU-in-progress. Such information would, as shown in Fragments (15) through (17) from English, provide the recipient with a framework of interpretation within which they are to understand what nominal is being searched for or negotiated. As this fragment illustrates, due to the predicate-final structure of Japanese clauses and sentences, reference negotiation is often carried out without a contextualization of it in a specific framework of interpretation. The points made above, then, bring us back to the consideration of the motivations for the use of the 'place-holding' demonstrative are ('that one') to postpone reference negotiation. I argue that the use of the 'place-holding' demonstrative are is motivated at least in part by the speaker's concern for the advantage, in various interactional contexts, of achieving an early display of the action import of the TCU-in-progress prior to engaging in reference negotiation, rather than delaying action indication until reference is established, as seen in Fragment (18). For example, by producing are wa shitara ('How about doing that?'; Fragment [14]), in which the place-holding are postpones the specification of its notyet-specified referent while the action import of the TCU, i.e., making a suggestion, is displayed with the clause-final predicate shitara ('how about doing X'), the speaker is able to achieve a display of the action import of the TCU prior to engaging in reference negotiation. By doing so, the speaker is able to contextualize the reference negotiation within a specific framework of interpretation, i.e., a negotiation for establishing the name of something that can be done as an alternative to giving a monetary gift to a friend who is going to get married.
One advantage of such contextualization is evident in the following fragment, in which a recipient collaboratively participates in the speaker's search for a nominal embedded within a specific action context-i.e., producing a 'disagreement'. This fragment shows that postponing reference negotiation until the end of the turn and contextualizing it within a specific framework of interpretation can provide a resource for recipients to join actively in the referential work that the speaker engages in. Fragment (19) is taken from a conversation among three graduate students in economics, and in this segment, the participants are discussing the kind of research that uses videotaping as a method of data collection, as opposed to what they do, i.e., using interviews, questionnaires, field notes, etc. In lines 1, 2, 5, and 8, one of the participants, Seiji, makes a critical comment about the use of videotaping, by stating that it is a 'nuisance' when it comes to making observations after collecting video-recordings. Consider how another participant, Akira, responds in line 9 to Seiji's comment and how the production of this response develops into a multiparty activity involving a third participant, Harumi. In line 9, Akira initiates his response to Seiji's comment with demo::: ('but'), which projects some sort of disagreement forthcoming. He then deploys cataphoric, place-holding are and thereby postpones the specification of its referent, while embedding the demonstrative in a clause in which it is framed as the subject of the predicate dekiru ('doable'). At the end of line 9, then, the speaker has displayed that he is constructing a disagreement to the prior speaker's statement ('making observations is a nuisance'), basing that disagreement on the 'doability' of some event not yet specified. Thus, at the time the speaker comes to work on the postponed reference negotiation after line 9, the referent of are being negotiated has been contextualized in a fairly specific framework of interpretation. This is also complemented by another semiotic resource, a winding hand gesture made by Akira during the 0.5-second silence (line 10), in providing the recipients with clues as to what domain of words the searched-for word belongs to. 6 In line 11, Harumi produces the word ripulei ('replay'), which fits the framework of interpretation provided by Akira's utterance and gesture in lines 9 and 10. That is, the doability of a replay (which involves the winding movement of the reels depicted by the iconic gesture) allows repeated viewing and thus provides a positive aspect to the kind of research using videotaping, which can then constitute a basis for a disagreement to Seiji's critical comment. Thus, in this fragment, we observe that postponing reference negotiation with placeholding are and contextualizing the negotiation in a specific framework of interpretation can help mobilize recipients' collaborative participation and assistance in the process of reference establishment. The next fragment illustrates another type of motivation for the use of place-holding are. The interactional environment to be examined is that of 'competitive talk', i.e., the state of simultaneous talk in which two or more speakers compete for speakership. When two speakers talk at the same time and simultaneous talk occurs, it is regularly observed that one speaker drops out by stopping his/her utterance in mid-course and that the state of 'one-party-talking-at-a-time' resumes within a short period of time (Scheglo¤ 2000; Je¤erson 2004 ). However, that does not always happen, and when two speakers do indeed compete for speakership, they employ various techniques and practices to 'outtalk' the other to 'win the speakership' (Scheglo¤ 2000) . Given this, encountering a referential problem during competitive talk makes competing speakers especially vulnerable, because engaging in referential work in the middle of their utterance impedes its progressivity, which may allow others to outtalk them and win the competition. In such an environment, place-holding are may be mobilized to 'keep the utterance going' and get mentionables mentioned while postponing referential work until the end of an utterance.
Fragment (20) is taken from a longer stretch of sequence in which Seiji tells a story about his experience at a public bathhouse (sentoo) a few years before. The gist of the story is as follows: Seiji, a graduate student, ran into one of his professors in a bathhouse, and almost got into an argument with him (while being naked in the bathhouse) over the location of a particular temple that they both knew. The professor stubbornly held on to his assertion, and Seiji backed down as any sensible student would do. Then, when Seiji ran into the same professor again on campus a week later, the professor very politely apologized to him, saying that his recollection of the location of the temple was wrong. Fragment (20) below represents just a small portion of this storytelling in which Seiji describes how he and the professor almost got into an argument and how he backed down. In lines 1, 4, and 6, he states that he thought arguing while being naked would be odd, and that he was just providing a token agreement to the professor. At this juncture, the story is far from over, and there is good reason for Seiji to continue his storytelling. However, in lines 5, 7, and 9, one of the recipients, Akira, tries to insert a comment on what Seiji has just said, and this results in simultaneous talk. Consider, then, how Akira constructs his utterance with place-holding are during competitive talk and thereby postpones engagement in referential work until the end of his utterance. (20) In overlap with Seiji's utterance in lines 4 and 6, Akira starts to make the comment that arguing while being naked would lack seriousness (and it would therefore be comical and silly). However, he apparently encounters a problem in formulating the word kinchookan ('seriousness'). Rather than dealing with the referential problem right away, which would retard the progressivity of his utterance, Akira deploys the demonstrative are as a place-holder for the problematic word and keeps his utterance going by bringing it to syntactic completion (are ga nai yo 'That is lacking, I'll tell you'). 7 Immediately following this, Akira goes on to supply the word that was somehow unavailable to him a moment ago: kinchookan ('seriousness'). 8 When a story recipient tries to make a side comment on something that is not the punch line of the story during the course of an ongoing storytelling, there are only small windows of opportunities to do so because the storyteller keeps moving on to the next phase of the telling. This then provides story recipients with systematic motivation to 'get a word in edgewise' in time. If story recipients encounter a referential problem in such an environment, it makes them especially vulnerable, since not being able to advance the progress of their utterance in time can easily lead them to lose those small windows of opportunities, with the storyteller proceeding to produce the next bits of the story. Therefore, by using place-holding are and postponing reference negotiation while continuing with their utterance, the story recipients can avoid a disruption to the syntactic progress of their utterance and 'get a TCU in edgewise' in time at least syntactically without stumbling over a problematic word. Further, by showing what kind of nominal is being sought for through the contextualization of the problematic item in specific syntactic and semantic frameworks with the rest of the TCU, the story recipients may be able to invite others' collaborative participation in the referential work, as seen in Fragment (19) . This instance thus illustrates a motivation for the use of place-holding are to maintain the progressivity of a TCU when a disruption to it makes the speaker particularly vulnerable, i.e., in the environment of competitive talk.
In this section, I examined the turn-constructional practice involving the use of place-holding demonstrative are that is designed to postpone reference negotiation until the end of the TCU-in-progress. I argued that the use of this practice is motivated at least in part by the speaker's orientation to counteracting relatively late projectability of action-in-progress in Japanese. The end positioning of reference negotiation allows speakers to display the action import of the turn/TCU-in-progress before engaging in referential work and thereby contextualize the subsequent reference negotiation in a specific action context. The data analysis showed that such an early display of action import and contextualization of reference negotiation in specific frameworks of interpretation through the use of place-holding are provide Japanese speakers with a strategic means to achieve interactional work in di¤erent environments, such as inviting others' collaboration in referential work and avoiding a disruption to the syntactic progress of an utterance in the context of competitive talk. The next section summarizes the findings of the present study and discusses their implications for our understanding of situated workings of grammar in social interaction.
Conclusion
The goal of the present study was to explore an intersection between grammar and interaction by investigating how participants deal with problems of reference in the course of constructing a turn-at-talk and how various practices used for it shape the organization of turns and sequences in a recurrent and orderly manner. The point of departure for this study was the 'tension' that speakers face between the orientation to solving referential problems by engaging in reference negotiation with recipients, on the one hand, and, on the other, the orientation to minimizing disruption to the progressivity of the turn/TCU with which to execute the 'main action'. The study explicated a range of practices employed by Japanese (and English) speakers to cope with these two potentially competing orientations during the course of producing a turn.
The findings of the present study highlight a number of important aspects of the situated workings of language/grammar in social interaction. First, the analysis presented in this article provides concrete documentations of how recurrent patterns observed in the grammatical structuring of utterances produced in situ are inextricably intertwined with orderly procedures employed by the participants to deal with contingencies that commonly arise in the course of participating in everyday activities. This observation supports the view that 'what is being said about grammar cannot be divorced-should not be divorced-from what is being said about the interactional dynamics implemented by that grammatical construction, or precipitated by that grammatical usage' (Scheglo¤ et al. 1996: 21) . And once we register grammar's intimate engagement with social actions and interactional dynamics in the actual, practical activities of people's everyday life, we may begin to understand how the regularities in language use that we think of as 'grammar' are shaped by, and emerge from, recurrent methods in solving common interactional problems (such as referential problems) employed by participants in everyday interaction.
The present study also demonstrates some ways in which grammar provides resources for the participants to solve interactional problems in particular ways. Recall the analysis above of how postpositional particles and demonstrative pronouns in Japanese allow its speakers to organize their concurrent engagement in reference negotiation and the 'activity proper' in ways that may not be available to (or necessary for) English speakers. This observation suggests that the availability of di¤erent grammatical resources in di¤erent languages might have consequences for the way in which speakers respond to common interactional problems. From this perspective, then, it might be interesting to examine interactional materials from a wider range of typologically divergent languages and compare ways in which referential problems (and other common interactional problems) are dealt with by speakers of each language. By situating linguistic typology in temporally unfolding, real-life social interactions of the speakers of diverse languages, we can learn a great deal about how disparate grammatical resources might be consequential for the ways in which participants cope with interactional dynamics in situ. Still today, the work in linguistic typology is based mostly on examination of atemporal linguistic structure characteristic in idealized and invented sentences, and has not revealed much about how typological di¤erences in grammatical structure can be interactionally salient. 9 I hope the present study serves as an encouragement for the study of grammar in situ and in real time in a much broader range of languages and cultures.
The present study investigated only one aspect of the rich and complex linkages between grammar and social interaction. There is vast uncharted territory to be explored before us, both within a single language and also across languages, for deepening our understanding of the relationship between grammar and social interaction. I hope the present study will motivate future research on interactional materials in diverse languages that brings us a better understanding of the intricate yet dynamic ways in which the organizations of grammar and social interaction mutually shape each other. Laughter within a word > < Increase in tempo, as in a rush-through A passage of talk quieter than the surrounding talk 2. Abbreviations used in the interlinear gloss CP various forms of copula verb be DP dative particle EMP emphasis marker FP final particle INT intensifier LK nominal linking particle MIM mimetics N nominalizer O object particle PL plural marker PT particle Q question particle QT quotative particle SP subject particle TAG tag question TL title marker TP topic particle
Double parentheses in the translation lines
Elements in double parentheses in the translation lines indicate those elements that are not expressed in the Japanese original but are supplied by the author for the reader's ease of understanding.
